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RESULTSOF FREEYAWTESTSOF THE MOD-OIO0-KILOWATTWINDTURBINE

John C. Glasgow and Robert D. Corrigan
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

ABSTRACT

Tests were conducted on the Mod-O I00 kW experimental wind turbine to
provide data on yaw alignment characteristics of a large horizontal axis wind
turbine with its yaw restraint removed (i.e., in free yaw). The wind turbine
consisted of a downwind horizontal axis rotor mounted on a tubular tower.
Three rotor configurations were tested. Each rotor was teetered, coned 3° and
tip-controlled. Two of the rotors had pitch-flap coupling or Delta-3, and one
rotor had none. The two rotors with Delta-3 differed in the airfoil used in
the tip sections.

Test results indicate the rotor without pitch-flap coupling did not align
closer than 25° with the wind, and pitch-flap coupling improved the wind tur-
bine's alignment with the wind. Yaw damping was shown to have a favorable
effect on free yaw characteristics. The change in the tip airfoil section was
shown to affect the free yaw alignment also. The rotors with Delta-3 were
shown to be capable of responding to wind shifts and exhibited stable operat-
ing properties.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of "free yaw" in a horizontal axis wind turbine with a down-
wind rotor is quite attractive to the wind turbine designer. It permits one
to eliminate the active yaw drive and its control system and allows the wind
turbine the freedom of responding to changes in wind direction immediately,
without a commandfrom a control system thereby achieving a more precise
alignment with the wind. If the concept could be successfully employed, it
would conceptually result in a net increase in energy capture, the elimination
of the components necessary for an active yaw drive, and reduced tower loads
in hurricane force winds.

Tests were conducted on the Mod-O 100 kWexperimental wind turbine to
provide baseline data for future wind turbine development. The data are also
compared with trends predicted in analysis conducted earlier and reported in
references i and 2. The tests were planned in support of the WTS-4, Systems
Verification Unit (SVU), a 4 MWwind turbine which Was being procured by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration for the U, S. Department of the
Interior for evaluation at Medicine Bow, Wyoming.

The WTS-4 wind turbine (ref. 3) was designed as a free yaw machine, and
incorporated the following features which were considered to be important in
producing its free yaw characteristics: (a) rotor coned 6° and (b) teetering

• ° " erotor with 30" of Delta-3 i.e., teeter axls 30 off a perpeEdlcular to th
blade longitudinal axis, ic) blade twist of approximately 14", and (d) under
slung rotor, i.e., teeter axis not located at the intersection of the blade
axis and the rotor axis of rotation but located inside the cone formed by the
coned blades (this moves the teeter axis closer to the rotor center of
gravity). These properties were not simulated in a single rotor on the Mod-O



wind turbine,but selectedpropertieswere simulatedon differentrotors and
tested.

The test resultsreportedherein were obtainedfrom tests of three rotor
configurations. All of the rotorswere tip controlled,teeteredand coned
3°. One of the rotors had no Delta-3,(i.e.,0° of Delta-3)while the other
two had 20° of Delta-3. This providedinformationon the effect of Delta-3on
free yaw alignment. Also, one of the rotorswith 20" of Delta-3had a NACA
643-618airfoilon its outboard,moveabletip, while the second rotor with
20- of Delta-3had a NACA 23024 airfoilon its moveabletip. This provided
informationon the effect of airfoilselectionon free yaw alignment.

Each of the three configurationswas tested to determineits free yaw
characteristicsand the resultingdata were processedto emphasizetwo aspects
of the wind turbinesresponse. First,the alignmentof the wind turbinewith
the wind was determinedduring synchronousoperationin winds coveringthe
wind turbinesoperatingrange from cut-in wind speed to winds above rated wind
speed. Second,yaw responsewas determinedas an indicationof the machine's
abilityto maintainalignmentwith the wind after a suddenwind shift.

The test resultsfrom the three configurationsare comparedto each other
and with the trends predictedin the previouslyreportedanalysis,and conclu-
sions are presented.

TEST CONFIGURATION

Tests were conductedon the Mod-O I00 kW experimentalwind turbineshown
in figure 1. The machinewas mountedon a tubularsteel tower with the rotor
axis 37 m above the ground. The rotor diameterwas 38 m. The rotor was
teetered and tip-controlled,the blade had a 22 percentroot cutout and the
moveable tip extendedover the outboard31 percentof the blade. The blade
had a lineartaper, no twist, and was mountedwith its chord plane coincident
with the plane of rotation. The rotor was coned 3" and the rotor axis was
horizontal. Rubber teeter stops were used in the teeteredhub. These stops
provided approximately2034 Nm deg-± (1500ft-lb deg-±) of restraintto
teeter motion. Meta_ stops limitedthe teetermotion to +6".

Three rotor configurationswere tested using variationsof a single
rotor. The baselinerotor, Configuration1, had a NACA 64_-618airfoilsec-
tion on the moveable tip and a NACA 23024 airfoilon the flxed inboardsec-
tion. The rotor also had 20" of Delta-3. The secondrotor, Configuration2,
was identicalto the baselineconfigurtionexcept that the 20" of Delta-3was
removed. The third rotor, Configuration3, was identicalto the baselinecon-
figurationexcept that its outboardmoveabletip had a NACA 23024 airfoil
rather than the NACA 643-618airfoilon the baselineconfiguration. The
unique characteristicsof each rotor are listedbelow as an aid to the reader.

Rotor configuration1

(Baselineconfiguration)
Delta-3= 20°

Moveable Tip Airfoil - NACA 643-618

Rotor configuration2

Delta-3= O"

Moveable Tip Airfoil - NACA 643-618
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Rotor configuration 3

Delta-3 = 20°
Moveable Tip Airfoil - NACA23024

Sketches of the rotor showing the configuration with 20° of Delta-3 and
with the Delta-3 removed are shown in figure 2. Rotor properties are shown in
table I.

The rotor drove a two-speed induction generator and an overrunning clutch
was used on the high speed shaft. The overrunning clutch prevented the gener-
ator from driving the rotor when the wind speed fell below that required to
maintain synchronous rotor speed. The tests were conducted at a nominal rotor
speed of 31 rpm. Yaw restraint was removed from the nacelle by means of a
clutch located between the hydraulic yaw drive motor and gearbox which drives
the yaw shaft. The yaw shaft turns a pinion which drives the nacelle in yaw.
A sketch of the nacelle interior is shown in figure 3.

Wind data were taken from an anemometer 1.56 rotor diameters upwind of
the wind turbine and yaw angle was measured on the nacelle-mounted
anemometer/wind vane 2.37 m above the nacelle and 4.6 m upwind of the rotor.
Figure 4 defines the terms used to describe wind and nacelle direction and the
slgn convention for yaw angle.

TEST PROCEDURE

Two types of tests were run, operational and yaw response tests. The
operational tests demonstrated the characteristics of the machine under normal
operating conditions, i.e., during power production. The yaw response tests
demonstrated the ability of the machine to realign itself with the wind after
an initial displacement off the wind.

In the operational tests, the wind turbine was aligned with the wind, the
rotor brought up to a 31 rpm, the generator synchronized with the grid, and
then the yaw drive clutch was disengaged releasing the nacelle for free yaw.
The wind turbine was then allowed to operate in free yaw under power control.
Each rotor configuration was run in this condition during the testperiods for
a total time of at least 6 hours in winds ranging from 4 to 12 ms-1. Data
were recorded during this period.

For the yaw response tests, the wind turbine was started as described for
the operational tests and the nacelle was yawed out of the wind by the yaw
drive. At this point the yaw drive was disengaged and the nacelle was allowed
to yaw freely. The subsequent motion of the nacelle was recorded on strip
charts and a microcomputer. These tests were repeated for various initial yaw
angles up to 90° (rotor plane perpendicular to the wind).

Data from all tests were recorded on magnetic tape and the tests were
monitored on strip charts. The taped data from the operational tests were
reduced by a computer program to provide averaged data over 5 minute intervals
and were plotted to show the free yaw alignment and aerodynamic performance of
the wind turbine. The yaw response characteristics shown were obtained from
two sources: strip chart recordings of test data and microcomputer plots of
data processed in real time during the tests.

TEST RESULTS

The results from the free yaw tests conducted are presented in three
general categories. First, free yaw alignment with the wind is presented in
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the form of plots that show wind turbineyaw angle as a function of wind
speed. Here the data for each of the three rotor configurationsare presented
and compared. Second,the characterof the nacelleyaw motion is presentedin
time historyformat to indicatethe responseto changes in wind direction_nd
speed. Third, data on the recoveryof yaw alignmentafter initialyaw dis-
placementout of the wind is presented.

Wind TurbineAlignmentwith the Wind

The primaryconcernin free yaw operationof a wind turbine is alignment
with the wind while power is being generated. In these tests, five parameters
were monitored: wind speed,wind direction,nacelleazimuth,yaw angle and
alternatorpower. Wind speed and directionwere measured 1.5 rotor diameters
upwind of the wind turbine. Yaw angle was measuredon the nacelle-mounted
wind vane which measureswind directionrelativeto the wind turbineaxis.
These parametersare depicted in figure 4, which also definesthe coordinates
used to describeyaw for the wind turbine.

To show free yaw alignment,yaw angle versus wind speed for each rotor
configurationis presented. Figure 5 shows the resultsof the operational
tests for each configuration. Rated wind speed indicatedon the figurewas
determinedfor each rotor configurationand representsthe lowestwind speed
at which rated power was attained.

The resultsfrom the baselineconfigurationare shown in figure 5(a).
The yaw angle remainedwithin +lO° for wind speedsbelow rated wind speed and
tended to increaseas wind sp_d increasedabove rated wind _peed, achievinga
mean yaw angle of approximately20° at wind speedsof 12 ms-_.

The resultsfrom Configuration2 with no Delta-3 is shown in figure 5(b).
It indicatesthat alignmentwith the wind varied between-60° and -23- in
winds rangingbetween4 and 12 ms-_. The rotor never aligneditselfwith
the wind althoughalignmentdid improveas_windspeed increased,achievinga
mean yaw angle of -30- in winds near 8 ms-1. Yaw alignmentwas worse in
wind speeds above and below this point, however. These results indicatethat
20°_of Delta-3improvedrotor alignmentby about 30° at a wind speed of 8
ms-l; and in general,providedmore improvementat other wind speeds.

The Configuration2 rotor experiencedparticularalignmentdifficultyin
winds below 4 ms-_ and on one occasionthe rotor turned past a -90- yaw
angle into an upwind position. This tendencyto turn upwind in low winds has
been experiencedon numerous small wind turbines.

The resultsfrom Configuration3 are shown in figure 5(c). This rotor
configurationis an exact duplicateof the baselinerotor, with 20° of
Delta-3,with only the tip airfoilchanged. For this configuration,yaw is
relativelyunaffectedby wind speed for winds above 7 ms-_. Yaw angle
variedmostly in a band of +5° about a -5° mean value. The reason for the
marked change in behaviorc_mparedto the rotor configuredwith the 64 series
blade tips is not known.

NacelleMotion in Free Yaw

Nacelleyaw motion during free yaw operationis shown in figures6 and
7. Figure6 shows the variationof nacelleazimuthwith time which was typi-
cal of that observed in the test. As indicatedin the figure, the character
of the motion changedwith wind speed,with the frequencyand amplitudeof the
yaw excursionsincreasingat wind speeds above rated. The data shown in this
figure are typicalof that observed. It was generatedby a microcomputer
which averagednacelleazimuthover successive30 second intervals. A review
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of stripchartdataindicatesthatnacelleyawratesas highas 2°.s-1 could
be expected in gusty wind conditionssimilarto the ones experiencedhere.

A short test was conductedto assess the effect of dampingon the yaw
motion of the nacelle. Dampingwas obtainedby applyingpressureto the yaw
brake which producesa frictionalforce resistingyaw motion. The yaw brake
was pressurizedat 734, 1475, and 2214 Nm-_ (20, 40, and 60 psi), which pro-
duced constantresistingtorquesof appoximately1695, 3390, and 5084 Nm
(1250,2500, and 3750 ft-lb) on the nacelle. The resultsof this test are
shown in figure 7 which presentsa time historyof nacelleyaw motion for four

. levels of friction damping.
As indicated,dampingreducesthe nacelleyaw motion while allowing it

freedomto adjustto varyingwind directions. The test was conductedonly to
demonstratethe effect of dampingon the yaw motion;however,and no attempt
was made to optimizethe amountof dampingfor the Mod-O wind turbine.The
results indicatethat the additionof yaw dampingwould be beneficialto the
free yaw performanceof the wind turbine.

The resultsreported in this sectionwere obtainedon the baselinecon-
figuration. However,all configurationswere tested and there was no observ-
able differencebetweenthe three configurationsin nacellemotion. Since the
resultswere the same, only one configurationwas reported.

Recoveryof Yaw Alignmentafter InitialDisplacementin Yaw

A wind turbineoperatingas a free yaw machinemust be capableof main-
taining alignmentwith the wind if the wind directionshifts radicallyas
occurs in the case of the passageof a frontal systemor thunderstorm. Under
such conditions,wind shifts approaching180° can occur in a few minutes. In
view of such conditions,the abilityof the wind turbineto respondto large
yaw displacementsshouldbe assessed. To do this the windturbine was yawed
out of the wind with the yaw drive and then placed in free yaw. Subsequent
motion of the nacellewas then observedon strip chart recordersand a micro-
computer. The tests were conductedat yaw displacementsup to 90° (+ and -)
and on each occasionthe wind turbinereturnedto an equilibriumpositlonin a
very stable and directmanner with no particulartendencyto overshootor
undershoot. These tests were conductedon Configurations1 and 3 only. These
rotors had 20° of Delta-3and achievedreasonablygood alignmentwith the
wind. These tests were not conductedon the rotor configurationwithout
Delta-3becausethe informationwas of little interestdue to its poor align-
ment with the wind under normal operatingconditions.

The data presentedfor the time historyof nacelleresponse is based on
tests of the baselineConfiguration1. The tests were performedon Configura-
tion 3 also, but the responseswere similarso only one is presented. Figure
8 shows a time historyof typicaltests at positiveand negativeyaw angles.
The data shown in this figurewas obtainedfrom successivelO second averages
of nacelleazimuthand yaw angle. The test runs shown depictyaw angles in
excess of 90° at the point of yaw drive releasefor free yaw The machine
exhibitedno tendencyto turn upwind at yaw anglesup to 90°_ The tendencyto
turn upwind was experiencedat positiveyaw angles in the neighborhoodof
lO0°. This was not experiencedat yaw anglesnear -100°, indicatingthat
there is a stable restoringmoment that is more reliableat high negativeyaw
angles. Tests at yaw angles in excess of lO0° were not conducted. The yaw
alignmentrecoverytests showedthat the wind turbine in normal free yaw oper-
ation would realign itselfwith the wind from initialyaw anglesof up to 90°
(positiveor negativeyaw angle).



The stable natureof the nacellemotion is illustratedin figure 9 which
shows an expandedtrace of the instantaneousnacelleyaw angle and qacelle
azimuthas a functionof time after the yaw _rive was released. Data are
shown for two mean wind speeds,10 and 6 ms-±. As indicatedby the plot of
nacelle azimuth,the wind turbinemoved quite smoothlyto its equilibrium
alignmentpositionwithoutovershooting. The trace of nacelleyaw shows some
scatterreflectingchange in the wind directionas the nacellemotion is tak-
ing place. Also, the nacelleyaw angle at equilibriumwas approximatelyI0°
for the case with a lO ms-_ mean wind speed and near zero deg for the 6
ms-1 case. These equilibriumyaw angles are consistentwith the results
obtained in normal free yaw operation. In the figure,the nacelleazimuthhas
been shiftedsuch that the azimuthat equilibriumconditionswas zero deg.

Yaw rate varied with wind speed; as indicatedby the slope of the nacelle
azimuthveFsus time plot in figure 9. In the two cases show_, a maximum rate
of 2.5:.s-i was achievedwhen the mean wiDd speed was lO ms-z and a yaw
rate of 1.0 deg.s-z occurred in the 6 ms-_ wind. This indicatesthat the
restoringtorque increaseswith wind speed and that the wind turbinein free
yaw is more capableof respondingto large changes in wind directionand main-
tainingwind alignmentin high winds than in low winds. No difficultyin
maintainingalignmentwith the wind was experiencedduring tests in low winds
at or just below cut-inwind speed when rotor speed was maintainedat near
operatingrotor speed. These tests indicatethat Configurations1 and 3, with
20" of Delta-3,shouldhave no difficultyin respondingto wind shifts and
maintainingalignmentwith the wind.

DISCUSSION

The free yaw tests were designedto providedata for evaluatingthe
validityof analyseswhich had been conductedpreviouslyand reported in
references1 and 2. The baselinerotor configurationincorporatedsome fea-
tures consideredto be essentialin achievinggood alignmentwith the wind.
These includeda horizontalaxis of rotation,rotor coning, and a teetering
rotor with Delta-3. In the tests, the baselinedemonstratedthe best align-
ment characteristicsof the three configurations. The wind turbineoperation
was stable and would respondto large changesin wind directionand regain
normal alignmentwith the wind. The machinemaintaineda yaw angle between
+10° and -I0° below rated wind speed and tendedto yaw out of the wind
slightlyat wind speeds above rated.

Tests of the Configuration2 rotor with no Delta-3show that this rotor
did not align well with the wind and indicatedthat 20" of Delta-3improved
the alignmentby approximately30° near rated wind speed. This agrees quite
well with the analysisin reference2 which predicteda change in yaw align-
ment of about 35° for 20" of Delta-3on a teeteredrotor.

The test of Configuration3 rotor indicatedthat a change in airfoilon
the rotor can have an effecton alignmentwith the wind. While the yaw angle
was not markedly largerfor this rotor, having the NACA 23024 airfoiltips
relativeto the baselineconfigurationhavingthe NACA 643-618 tips, the yaw
alignmentwas less desirable. This was becauseyaw angles at wind speeds

o _. o .below rated wind speed ranged between-20 and 5 while the yaw anglesfor
the baselinerotor rangedbetween+10". Yaw alignmentis more criticalat
wind speeds below rated where it iT desirableto utilizeall of the power
availablefrom the wind. In higher wind speeds,preciseyaw alignmentis not
as critical. Also, this change in the alignmentcharacteristicsis an indica-
tion of the sensitivityof yaw alignmentto alteredrotor aerodynamics. The
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NACA 643-618airfoilhas a centerof pressurewhich is fartheraft than the
NACA 23024 and this characteristiccould be a contributingfactor in the dif-

ferent alignmentfor this rotor.
Resultsobtainedpreviouslyfrom tests conductedon an unconedteetered

rotor which had the rotor axis tilted8-1/2°, were reported in reference1.
That configurationoperatedat a yaw angle of approximately-45" in winds of 8
ms-1. Comparingthose resultswith the resultsfrom this test series indi-
cates that the additionof 3" of coning and removingthe 8-1/2" of rotor tilt
improvedthe wind alignmentof the rotor by approximately15°. The resultsof
analysispresentedin Reference1 have indicatedthat the effect of each of
these changes,i.e., rotor coning and a horizontalrotor axis would improve
yaw alignment. The size of the improvementcould not be determined,however.

Both of the rotors with 20° of Delta-3respondedto wind direction
changesand achievedrelativelygood alignmentwith the wind, but both
operated in a wide yaw angle band of appoximately20". This indicatesthat
the system is delicatelybalancedand the restoringmoment is too weak to
bring the nacelle into precisealignmentaround its mean alignmentangle.
This results in a rather broad deadband. For wind turbineoperationit would
be desirableto reduce this range to +5° about a zero deg yaw angle. This
level of alignmentcan be routinelymTintainedwith an activeyaw controller
and is necessaryif maximumenergy capturein winds below rated wind speed is
to be achieved.

The baselinerotor with Delta-3tended to yaw out of the wind in winds
above rated wind speed. While this is not a problemwith respectto energy
capture, increasedyaw angles producehigher teeter angles as wind speed in-
creases (ref. 4), and this effect should be accountedfor in a free yaw
machine designedto operateat high yaw angles in winds above rated wind
speed. High teeter anglescould result in tower clearanceproblemsor teeter
motion largerthan that allowedfor in the design.

The free yaw tests conductedto date have answeredsome of the questions
about the factorsaffectingfree yaw. Delta-3,axis inclination,and coning
have been shown to affectyaw alignment. Analysis indicatesthat blade twist
has a significanteffect. The tests have shown that the choice of the airfoil
shape can have an effect also. Other things which must be consideredinclude
the degree of rotor gravitybalance about the teeter pin, or underslinging,
rotor dynamicsand overallmachine structuraldynamics. These items combine
to make the designof a free yaw machine a very complexproblem. The data
indicatethat system balanceat the yaw equilibriumpoint is delicateand the
analysis indicatesthat a number of items can affect this balance. It is felt
that the effect of each of these parameters,individuallyand of variouscom-
binations,must be demonstratedin more comprehensivetestingbefore analyti-
cal techniquescan be used with confidencein the design of a free yaw
machine. Without additionaltesting and verificationof analyticalmethods,
achievinga viable free yaw wind turbinewill probablyrequiresome degree of
adjustmentor trimmingafter the prototypewind turbinehas been installedand
initialoperationhas been evaluated. This could involveminor adjustment

. such as providingmore yaw damping,or could requiremajor changessuch as
Delta-3 adjustmentor blade redesign.

CONCLUSIONS

The free yaw tests conductedon the Mod-O lO0 kW Wind Turbineindicated
the conclusionsgiven below:



(1) Delta-3has a pronouncedeffect on the free yaw alignmentof a hori-
zontal axis wind turbine.

(2) A change in blade aerodynamicscan have an effect on free yaw
alignment.

(3) A wind turbinein free yaw should have no difficultyin responding
to suddenwind shifts and regainingalignmentwith the wind.

(4) Yaw dampingcan improvefree yaw performanceof a wind turbine.
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TABLEI. - ROTORCHARACTERISTICS

STEELSPAR,TIP CONTROLBLADE

Rotor diam., (ft) ............. 39.2 (128.6)
Root cutout,a span ................. 23
Tip control,a span ............ 31
Blade pitch, (inb'dsecl)ideg Zero........Airfoil (inb'dsect.) ....... 23024"(outb'd31 ) .... NACA 6 3-6 or NACA 23024
Taper .................... Linear
Twist, deg ..................... Zero
Solidity .................... 0.033
Precone,deg ..................... 3
Delta-3,deg ............ 0 o_ 20
Max. teeter m;tion,'d;g] ........... m6
Blade mass, kg (Ib) ............ 2000 i4400)
Rotor Moment of Inertia about
Teeter Axis kg-m2 (in-lb-sec 2)

(Delta-3: _01 .... 290,000 (2,600,000)(Delta-3 ) .... 260,000 (2,300,000)
Blade Lock Number*,y

(Delta-3=0°I)20........... 7.11(Delta-3 ........... 7.97

* Blade Lock Number,y is the ratio of aerodynamicforce
to inertiaforce on a rotor blade and is definedas:

PaocR4
Y - I
p = air density
ao = slope of airfoillift curve
c = averageblade chord
R = blade radius at tip
I = blade mass moment of inertia
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Figure1. - Mod-Owindturbinefreeyawtestconfiguration.
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Figure2. - Testrotorswith20o ofdelta-3andwithdelta-3removed.
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